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ABSTRACT
Pictures and videos taken with smartphone cameras often suffer from motion blur due to handshake during the
exposure time. Recovering a sharp frame from a blurry one is an ill-posed problem but in smartphone applications
additional cues can aid the solution. We propose a blur removal algorithm that exploits information from subse-
quent camera frames and the built-in inertial sensors of an unmodified smartphone. We extend the fast non-blind
uniform blur removal algorithm of Krishnan and Fergus to non-uniform blur and to multiple input frames. We esti-
mate piecewise uniform blur kernels from the gyroscope measurements of the smartphone and we adaptively steer
our multiframe deconvolution framework towards the sharpest input patches. We show in qualitative experiments
that our algorithm can remove synthetic and real blur from individual frames of a degraded image sequence within
a few seconds.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Casually taking photographs or videos with smart-
phones has become both easy and widespread. There
are, however, two important effects that degrade the
quality of smartphone images. First, handshake during
the exposure is almost unavoidable with lightweight
cameras and often results in motion-blurred images.
Second, the rolling shutter in CMOS image sensors int-
roduces a small time delay in capturing different rows
of the image that causes image distortions. Retaking
the pictures is often not possible, hence there is need
for post-shoot solutions that can recover a sharp image
of the scene from the degraded one(s). In this paper, we
address the problem of blur removal and rolling shutter
rectification for unmodified smartphones, i.e., without
external hardware and without access to low-level
camera controls.

In the recent years, a large number of algorithms have
been proposed for restoring blurred images. As blur
(in the simplest case) is modeled by a convolution
of a sharp image with a blur kernel, blur removal is
also termed deconvolution in the literature. We distin-
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guish between non-blind deconvolution, where the blur
kernel is known in advance, and blind deconvolution,
where the blur kernel is unknown and needs to be es-
timated first. The blur kernel can be estimated for in-
stance from salient edges in the image [Jos08, Cho09,
Sun13, Xu13], from the frequency domain [Gol12],
from an auxiliary camera [Tai10], or from motion sen-
sors [Jos10]. Kernel estimation from the image con-
tent alone often involves iterative optimization schemes
that are computationally too complex to perform on a
smartphone within acceptable time. Auxiliary hard-
ware might be expensive and difficult to mount, so ker-
nel estimation from built-in motion sensors seems the
most appealing for smartphone applications.

Unfortunately, even known blur is difficult to invert be-
cause deconvolution is mathematically ill-posed which
means many false images can also satisfy the equa-
tions. Deconvolution algorithms usually constrain the
solution space to images that follow certain properties
of natural images [Kri09]. Another common assump-
tion is uniform blur over the image which simplifies
the mathematical models and allows for faster restora-
tion algorithms. However, this is usually violated in
real scenarios which can lead the restoration to fail, of-
ten even lowering the quality of the processed image
[Lev09]. Handling different blur at each pixel of the im-
age is computationally demanding, so for smartphone
applications a semi-non-uniform approach might be the
best that divides the image to smaller overlapping re-
gions, where uniform blur can be assumed, and restores
those regions independently.



Figure 1: Illustration of our gyroscope-aided multiframe blur removal algorithm. (a) First, piecewise uniform blur
kernels Kij along rows i and columns j of the image are estimated from the gyroscope measurements. (b) Next,
a blurriness map W is generated by measuring the spatial extent of the respective kernels. (c) Then, individual
patches are restored from multiple blurry input patches of Bi using natural image priors. (d) Finally, the sharp
output I is assembled from the deblurred patches.

We build our blur removal algorithm on the following
three observations: 1) The blurry image of a point light
source in the scene (such as distant street lights at night)
gives the motion blur kernel at that point of the image.
2) Smartphones today also provide a variety of sensors
such as gyroscopes and accelerometers that allow re-
constructing the full camera motion during camera ex-
posure thereby giving information about the blur pro-
cess. 3) Information from multiple degraded images of
the same scene allows restoring a sharper image with
more visible details.

Contributions

Based on the above observations we propose a new fast
blur removal algorithm for unmodified smartphones
by using subsequent frames from the camera preview
stream combined with the built-in inertial sensors (see
Figure 1). We assume a static scene and that blur is
mainly caused by rotational motion of the camera. The
motion of the camera during the shot is reconstructed
from the gyroscope measurements, which requires time
synchronization of the camera and the inertial sensors.
The information from multiple subsequent frames with
different blur is exploited to reconstruct a sharp im-
age of the scene. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first application that combines blur kernel esti-
mation from inertial sensors, patch-based non-uniform
deblurring, multiframe deconvolution with natural im-
age priors, and correction of rolling shutter deformation
for unmodified smartphones. The runtime of our algo-
rithm is in the order of a few seconds for typical preview
frame size of 720×480 pixels.

2 RELATED WORK
The use of multiple blurry/noisy images for restoring a
single sharp frame (without utilizing sensor data) has
been proposed by Rav-Acha and Peleg [Rav05], applied
for sharp panorama generation by Lie et al. [Li10], and

recently for HDR and low-light photography by Ito
et al [Ito14]. Combining camera frames and inertial
measurement units (IMU) has been successfully used
for video stabilization [For10, Han11, Kar11, Bel14],
for denoising [Ito14, Rin14] and also for blur re-
moval [Jos10, Par14, Sin14b].

Joshi et al. [Jos10] presented the first IMU-based de-
blurring algorithm with a DSLR camera and exter-
nal gyroscope and accelerometer. In their approach,
the camera and the sensors are precisely synchronized
through the flash trigger. The DSLR camera has a
global shutter which makes the problem easier to han-
dle than the case of smartphones. They assume a con-
stant uniform scene depth, which they find together
with the sharp image by solving a complex optimiza-
tion problem. Bae et al. [Bae13] extend this method to
depth-dependent blur by attaching a depth sensor to the
camera. Ringaby and Forssen [Rin14] develop a virtual
tripod for smartphones by taking a series of noisy pho-
tographs, aligning them using gyroscope data, and av-
eraging them to get a clear image, but not targeting blur
removal. Köhler [Koh12] and Whyte [Why12] show
in their single-frame deblurring experiments that three
rotations are enough to model real camera shakes well.

Karpenko [Kar11], Ringaby [For10], and Bell [Bel14]
developed methods for video stabilization and rolling
shutter correction specifically for smartphones. An im-
portant issue in smartphone video stabilization is the
synchronization of the camera and the IMU data be-
cause the mobile operating systems do not provide pre-
cise timestamps. Existing methods estimate the un-
known parameters (time delay, frame rate, rolling shut-
ter fill time, gyroscope drift) from a sequence of im-
ages off-line via optimization. We have found that
the camera parameters might even change over time,
for example the smartphones automatically adjust the
frame rate depending on whether we capture a bright
or a dark scene. This is an important issue because



it means we require an online calibration method. Jia
and Evans [Jia14] proposed such an online camera-
gyroscope calibration method for smartphones based on
an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The method tracks
point features over a sequence of frames and estimates
the time delay, the rolling shutter fill rate, the gyroscope
drift, the physical sensor offset, and even the camera in-
trinsics. However, it requires clean frames for feature
tracking.

Recently, Park and Levoy [Par14] compared the effec-
tiveness of jointly deconvolving multiple images de-
graded by small blur versus deconvolving a single im-
age degraded by large blur, and versus averaging a set
of blur-free but noisy images. They record a series
of images together with gyroscope measurements on
a modified tablet with advanced camera controls (e.g.,
exposure control, RAW data access) through the FCam
API [Par11], and attach an external 750Hz gyroscope
to the tablet. They estimate the rotation axis, the gy-
roscope drift, and the time delay between the frames
and the gyroscope measurements in a non-linear opti-
mization scheme over multiple image segments. Their
optimization scheme is based on the fact that applying
two different kernels to an image patch is commutative.
This means in the case of true parameters, applying the
generated kernels in different order results in the same
blurry patch. The rolling shutter parameter is calculated
off-line with the method of Karpenko [Kar11]. They
report the runtime of the algorithm to be 24.5 seconds
using the Wiener filter and 20 minutes using a sparsity
prior for deconvolution, not mentioning whether on the
tablet or on a PC.

Closest to our system is the series of work by Sindelar
et al. [Sin13, Sin14a, Sin14b] who also reconstruct the
blur kernels from the sensor readings of an unmodified
smartphone in order to make the deconvolution non-
blind. The first approach [Sin13] considers only x and
y rotations and generates a single kernel as weighted
line segments using Bresenham’s line drawing algo-
rithm. Unfortunately, their time calibration method is
not portable to different phones. They find the exact be-
ginning of the exposure by inspecting the logging out-
put of the camera driver, which might be different for
each smartphone model. They read the exposure time
from the EXIF tag of the captured photo, however, this
information is not available for the preview frames we
intend to use for a live deblurring system. Extending
this work in [Sin14b] the authors generate piecewise
uniform blur kernels and deblur overlapping patches of
the image using the Wiener filter. They also account
for rolling shutter by shifting the time window of gyro-
scope measurements when generating blur kernels for
different rows of the image. The main difference in our
approach is the use of multiple subsequent images and
non-blind deblurring with natural image priors.

3 BLUR MODEL
The traditional convolution model for uniform blur is
written in matrix-vector form as

~B = A~I+~N (1)

where ~B,~I,~N denote the vectorized blurry image, sharp
image, and noise term, respectively, and A is the sparse
blur matrix. Camera shake causes non-uniform blur
over the image, i.e., different parts of the image are
blurred differently. We assume piecewise uniform blur
and use different uniform kernels for each image region
which is a good compromise between model accuracy
and model complexity.

The blur kernels across the image can be found by re-
constructing the camera movement, which is a path in
the six-dimensional space of 3 rotations and 3 transla-
tions. A point in this space corresponds to a particular
camera pose, and a trajectory in this space corresponds
to the camera movement during the exposure. From the
motion of the camera and the depth of the scene, the
blur kernel at any image point can be derived. In this
paper, we target unmodified smartphones without depth
sensors so we need to make further assumptions about
the scene and the motion.

Similar to Joshi et al. [Jos10], we assume the scene to be
planar (or sufficiently far away from the camera) so that
the blurred image can be modeled as a sum of transfor-
mations of a sharp image. The transformations of a pla-
nar scene due to camera movements can be described
by a time-dependent homography matrix Ht ∈ R3×3.
We apply the pinhole camera model with square pixels
and zero skew for which the intrinsics matrix K con-
tains the focal length f and the principal point [cx,cy]

T

of the camera.

Given the rotation matrix Rt and the translation vector
Tt of the camera at a given time t, the homography ma-
trix is defined as

Ht(d) = K(Rt +
1
d

Tt~nT )K−1 (2)

where ~n is the normal vector of the latent image plane
and d is the distance of the image plane from the cam-
era center. The homography Ht(d) maps homogenous
pixel coordinates from the latent image I0 to the trans-
formed image It at time t:

It
(
(ut ,vt ,1)T )= I0

(
Ht(d)(u0,v0,1)T ) (3)

The transformed coordinates in general are not integer
valued, so the pixel value has to be calculated via bilin-
ear interpolation, which can also be rewritten as a ma-
trix multiplication of a sparse sampling matrix At(d)
with the latent sharp image~I0 as~It = At(d)~I0 in vector



form. Then, we can describe the blurry image as the in-
tegration of all transformed images during the exposure
time plus noise:

~B =

tclose∫
topen

At ·~Idt +~N = A ·~I+~N (4)

Note how this expression resembles the form of
(1). While for this formula the depth of the scene
is required, a common simplification is to assume
zero translation [Kar11, Han11, For10] because
rotation has a significantly larger impact on shake
blur [Koh12, Why12, Bel14]. With only rotational
motion, equation 2 is no longer dependent on the depth:

Ht = KRtK−1 (5)

There are also other reasons why we consider only rota-
tional motion in our application. The smartphone’s ac-
celerometer measurements include gravity and are con-
taminated by noise. The acceleration values need to be
integrated twice to get the translation of the camera and
so the amplified noise may lead to large errors in kernel
estimation.

Handling pixel-wise spatially varying blur is computa-
tionally too complex to perform on a smartphone, so
we adopt a semi-non-uniform approach. We split the
images into R×C overlapping regions (R and C are
chosen so that we have regions of size 30× 30 pix-
els) where we assume uniform blur and handle these
regions separately. We reconstruct the motion of the
camera during the exposure time from the gyroscope
measurements and from the motion we reconstruct the
blur kernels for each image region by transforming the
image of a point light source with the above formulas.
Once we have the blur kernels, fast uniform deblurring
algorithms can be applied in each region, and the final
result can be reassembled from the deblurred regions
(possibly originating from different input frames). An
overview of our whole pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Overview of our blur removal pipeline

3.1 Camera-IMU calibration
Reconstructing the motion of the mobile phone dur-
ing camera exposure of a given frame i with timestamp

ti requires the exact time window of sensor measure-
ments during that frame. This is challenging to find on
unmodified smartphones given that current smartphone
APIs allow rather limited hardware control. We denote
with td the delay between the recorded timestamps of
sensor measurements and camera frames which we es-
timate prior to deblurring.

In rolling shutter (RS) cameras, the pixel values are read
out row-wise from top to bottom which means ’top’
pixels in an image will be transformed with ’earlier’
motion than ’bottom’ pixels, which has to be taken into
account in our model. For an image pixel u = [ux,uy]

T

in frame i the start of the exposure is modeled as

t([ux,uy]
T , i) = ti + td + tr

uy

h
(6)

where tr is the readout time for one frame and h is the
total number of rows in one frame. The gyro-camera
delay td is estimated for the first row of the frame, and
the other rows are shifted in time within the range [0, tr].
We set the time of each image region to the time of the
center pixel in the region.

To find the unknown constants of our model, we
apply once the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-based
online gyro-camera calibration method of Jia and
Evans [Jia13, Jia14]. This method estimates the rolling
shutter parameter tr, the camera intrinsics f , cx, cy,
the relative orientation of the camera and IMU, the
gyroscope bias, and even the time delay td . The
intrinsics do not change in our application, and the
relative orientation is not important because we are
only interested in rotation changes which are the same
in both coordinate systems. The gyroscope bias is
a small and varying additive term on the measured
rotational velocities which slightly influences the
kernel estimation when integrated over time. However,
for kernel estimation we consider only rotation changes
during single camera frames, and in such short time
intervals the effect of the bias can be neglected. For
example, in case of a 30 Hz camera and a 200 Hz
gyroscope we integrate only 200/30 ≈ 6 values during
a single frame. We perform the online calibration
once at the beginning of our image sequences and we
assume the above parameters to be constant for the
time of capturing the frames we intend to deblur. The
EKF is initialized with the intrinsic values given by the
camera calibration method in OpenCV.

The time delay td was found to slightly vary over longer
sequences, so after an initial guess from the EKF, we
continuously re-estimate td in a background thread. We
continuously calculate the mean pixel shift induced by
the movement measured by the gyroscope, and we also
observe the mean pixel shifts in the images. The current
td is found by correlating the curves in a sliding time
window.



The last parameter, the exposure time te = tclose− topen
of a frame can be read from the EXIF tag of JPEG im-
ages like in [Sin13], but an EXIF tag is not available
for live video frames. Therefore, we lock the camera
settings at the beginning and capture the first frame as a
single image.

3.2 Kernel estimation from gyroscope
measurements

We generate a synthetic blur kernel at a given point in
the image by replaying the camera motion with a virtual
camera that is looking at a virtual point light source.
For any pixel u = [ux,uy] in the image, we place the
point light source to U = [(ux− cx)

d
f ,(uy− cy)

d
f ,d] in

3D space. Note that the value of d is irrelevant if we
consider rotations only.
First, we need to rotate all sensor samples into a com-
mon coordinate system because the raw values are mea-
sured relative to the current camera pose. The chosen
reference pose is the pose at the shutter opening. Next,
the measured angular velocities need to be integrated to
get rotations. As described in section 3.1, we neglect
the effects of gyroscope bias within the short time of
the exposure. In order to get a continuous rendered ker-
nel, we super-resolve the time between discrete camera
poses where measurements exist, using spherical lin-
ear interpolation (SLERP). The transformed images of
the point light source are blended together with bilin-
ear interpolation and the resulting kernel is normalized
to sum to 1. Finally, we crop the kernel to its bounding
square in order to reduce the computational effort in the
later deblurring step.

3.3 Camera response function
The non-linear camera response function (CRF) that
converts the scene irradiance to pixel intensities has
a significant impact on deblurring algorithms [Tai13].
The reason why manufacturers apply a non-linear func-
tion is to compensate the non-linearities of the human
eye and to enhance the look of the image. The CRF is
different for each camera model and even for different
capture modes of the same camera [Xio12]. Some man-
ufacturers disclose their CRFs but for the wide variety
of smartphones only few data is available. The CRF of
digital cameras can be calibrated for example using ex-
posure bracketing [Deb97] but the current widespread
smartphone APIs do not allow exposure control. The
iOS 6, the upcoming Android 5.0, and custom APIs
such as the FCam [Par11] expose more control over the
camera but are only available for a very limited set of
devices. To overcome this limitation, we follow the ap-
proach of [Li10] and assume the CRF to be a simple
gamma curve with exponent 2.2. While this indeed im-
proves the quality of our deblurred images, an online
photometric calibration algorithm that tracks the auto-
matic capture settings remains an open question.

4 SINGLE-FRAME BLUR REMOVAL
Given the piecewise uniform blur kernels, we apply the
fast non-blind uniform deconvolution method of Krish-
nan and Fergus [Kri09] on each individual input patch
to produce sharper estimates (see Figure 3). The al-
gorithm enforces a hyper-Laplacian distribution on the
gradients in the sharp image, which has been shown to
be a good natural image prior [Lev09]. Assuming the
image has N pixels in total, the algorithm solves for the
image I that minimizes the following energy function:

argmin
I

N

∑
i=1

λ

2
(I∗k−B)2

i + |(I∗ fx)i|α + |(I∗ fy)i|α (7)

where k is the kernel, and fx = [1 −1] and fy = [1 −1]T

denote differential operators in horizontal and vertical
direction, respectively. λ is a balance factor between
the data and the prior terms. The notation Fd

i I :=
(I ∗ fd)i and KiI := (I ∗ k)i will be used in the follow-
ing for brevity. Introducing auxiliary variables wx

i and
wy

i (together denoted as w) at each pixel i allows mov-
ing the Fd

i I terms outside the | · |α expression, thereby
separating the problem into two sub-problems.

argmin
I,w

N

∑
i=1

λ

2
(KiI−Bi)

2 +
β

2
‖Fx

i I−wx
i ‖2

2 +

+
β

2
‖Fy

i I−w2
y‖2

2 + |wx
i |α + |wy

i |
α

(8)

The β parameter enforces the solution of eq. 8 to con-
verge to the solution of eq. 7, and its value is increased
in every iteration. Minimizing eq. 8 for a fixed β can be
done by alternating between solving for I with fixed w
and solving for w with fixed I. The first sub-problem is
quadratic, which makes it simple to solve in the Fourier
domain. The second sub-problem is pixel-wise sepa-
rable, which is trivial to parallelize. Additionally, for
certain values of α an analytical solution of the w-
subproblem can be found, especially for α = 1

2 ,
2
3 , 1,

and for other values a Newton-Raphson root finder can
be applied. We experimentally found that α = 1

2 gives
the best results. For further details of the algorithm
please refer to [Kri09]. For smoothing discontinuities
that may produce ringing artifacts, we perform edge ta-
pering on the overlapping regions before deblurring.

5 MULTI-FRAME BLUR REMOVAL
One of the main novelties of our method is to aid the
restoration of a single frame B with information from
preceding and/or subsequent degraded frames B j,1 ≤
j ≤ M from the camera stream. We first undistort
each input frame using the RS-rectification method of



Figure 3: Illustration of our piecewise uniform deblur-
ring method with R = 2 rows and C = 3 columns. The
regions are deblurred independently with the respective
kernels and afterwards reassembled in the final image.

Karpenko et al. [Kar11] which is a simple texture warp-
ing step on the GPU. We initialize the warping with the
same gyroscope data that is used for kernel estimation.
Next, we perform single-frame deblurring on every B j
as well as B to get sharper estimates Ĩ j and Ĩ, respec-
tively.

After deblurring the single frames, we align all sharp-
ened estimates with Ĩ. For each Ĩ j, we calculate the pla-
nar homography H j that maps Ĩ j to Ĩ. To find the ho-
mographies, we perform basic SURF [Bay08] feature
matching between each estimate Ĩ j and Ĩ in a RANSAC
loop. Each homography is calculated from the inlier
matches such that the reprojection error is minimized.
We found that this method is robust even in the case of
poorly restored estimates (e.g., in case of large blurs);
however, the homography matching can fail if there are
many similar features in the recorded scene. Frames
that fail the alignment step are discarded.

Finally, we patch-wise apply the warped estimates I j as
additional constraints on I in our modified deblurring
algorithm. We add a new penalty term γmulti to equa-
tion 7 which describes the deviation of the latent image
I from the M other estimates:

γmulti =
µ

2∑
M
j=1 µ j

M

∑
j=1

µ j||I− I j||22 (9)

The weights µ j are chosen inversely proportional to the
’blurriness’ of the corresponding patch in image B j.
The blurriness is defined as the standard deviation (spa-
tial extent) of the blur kernel in the patch. Note that
the weights are recalculated for every patch in our non-
uniform deblurring approach. The benefit of calculat-
ing the weights for each patch independently from the
rest of the image is that we can both spatially and tem-
porally give more weight to sharper patches in the in-
put stack of images. This is advantageous if the same
part of the scene got blurred differently in subsequent
images. An example colormap of the weights (W ) is
visualized in Figure 1 where each input image is repre-

sented as a distinct color and W shows how much the
different input patches influence an output tile.

Analog to the single-frame case, we proceed with the
half-quadratic penalty method to separate the problem
into I and w sub-problems. In the extended algorithm,
we only need to calculate one additional Fourier trans-
form in each iteration which keeps our multi-frame
method fast. The step-by-step derivation of the solution
can be found in the supplemental material.

6 EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented the proposed algorithm in
OpenCV1 and the warping in OpenGL ES 2.02 which
makes it portable between a PC and a smartphone.
We recorded grayscale camera preview sequences of
resolution 720×480 at 30 Hz together with gyroscope
data at 200 Hz on a Google Nexus 4 smartphone and
we performed the following experiments on a PC. The
gyro-camera calibration is performed on the first few
hundred frames with Jia’s implementation [Jia14] in
Matlab.

6.1 Kernel generation
To test the accuracy of kernel generation, we recorded
a sequence in front of a point light grid, and also gen-
erated the kernels from the corresponding gyroscope
data. Ideally, the recorded image and the generated im-
age should look identical, and after (single-frame) de-
blurring using the generated kernels the resulting image
should show a point light grid again. Figure 4 illustrates
that our kernel estimates are close to the true kernels,
however, the bottom part is not matching perfectly be-
cause of residual errors in the online calibration.

Figure 4: Kernel generation example. Left: blurry
photo of a point grid. Middle: kernels estimated from
gyroscope data. Right: the deblurred image is close to
a point grid again. (Please zoom in for viewing)

6.2 Removing synthetic blur
Starting from a sharp image and previously recorded
gyroscope measurements of deliberate handshake, we
generated a set of 5 blurry images as input. In our
restoration algorithm, we split the 720× 480 input im-
ages to a grid of R×C = 24× 16 regions and for each

1 http://www.opencv.org/
2 https://www.khronos.org/opengles/



Figure 5: Removing synthetic blur. B is the main input
image and 4 neighboring images aid the blur removal,
I is our result. Bottom: 3 corresponding patches from
the 5 input images, and from the result.

region we individually generate the blur kernel from the
gyroscope data. Our multi-frame deconvolution result
is shown in Figure 5. The runtime of our algorithm on 5
input images is 18 seconds on a laptop with a 2.40 GHz
Core i7-4700MQ CPU (without calibration time).

Next, we test different deconvolution algorithms in our
piecewise uniform blur removal for restoring a single
frame. We test the Wiener filter, the Richardson-Lucy
algorithm, and Krishnan’s algorithm as our deconvo-
lution step. For comparison, we also show the results
of Photoshop’s ShakeReduction feature which is a uni-
form blind deconvolution method (i.e., can not make
use of our gyro-generated kernels). The quality metrics
PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) and SSIM (structure
similarity index [Wan04]) of the images are listed in
Table 1. The Wiener filter (W) is the fastest method for

B W RL KS KM PS
PSNR 22.374 20.613 23.207 22.999 24.215 21.914
SSIM 0.616 0.534 0.657 0.621 0.673 0.603

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of various deconvo-
lution steps in our framework. Blurry input image (B),
Wiener filter (W), Richardson-Lucy (RL), single-frame
Krishnan (KS), multi-frame Krishnan (KM) (3 frames),
Photoshop ShakeReduction (PS) (blind uniform decon-
volution)

patch-wise single-frame deblurring but produces ring-
ing artifacts that even lower the quality metrics. The
output of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm (RL) achieved
higher score but surprisingly remained blurry, while Kr-
ishnan’s algorithm (KS) tends to smooth the image too
much. We think this might stem from the fact that
the small 30×30 regions do not contain enough image
gradients to steer the algorithm to the correct solution.
However, Krishnan’s algorithm with our extension to
multiple input regions (KM) performs the best. Pho-
toshop’s ShakeReduction algorithm assumes uniform
blur [Cho09] so while it restored the bottom part of the

image correctly, the people in the middle of the image
remained blurry. The images in higher resolution can
be found in the supplement.

Figure 6: Restoring B with the help of B1,2,4,5, all de-
graded with real motion blur. We also added four mar-
ble balls to the scene that act as point light sources and
show the true blur kernels at their locations.

6.3 Removing real blur
Figure 6 shows the results of a real example with a static
planar scene close to the camera. We used 5 input im-
ages degraded by real motion blur. Selected patches il-
lustrate how our algorithm restores different parts of the
image by locally steering the deconvolution towards the
sharper input tiles. Note, however, that in the second se-
lected patch some details are missing that were present
in the sharpest of the input patches. This is because
our algorithm does not directly copy that patch from
B1 but applies it within the deconvolution of the corre-
sponding patch in B. A slight misalignment of the five
input tiles leads to smoother edges in the multi-frame
deconvolution result. The misalignment may stem from
the homography estimation which is prone to errors if
the single-frame deconvolution is imperfect or from the
rolling shutter rectification which is only an approxi-
mation of the true image distortion. Figure 7 shows
another example of restoring a sharp image from three
blurry ones.



Figure 7: Restoring B with the help of B1,3, all degraded
with real motion blur. The original misalignment is kept
and the rectified result is left uncropped for visualiza-
tion. (High-resolution images are in the supplement)

6.4 Discussion and limitations
As shown in the experiments, the proposed algorithm
is able to restore non-uniformly blurred images. How-
ever, there are limitations and assumptions we need to
keep in mind. Our non-blind deconvolution step as-
sumes a perfect kernel estimate so a good calibration
is crucial for success. The selected gyro-camera cali-
bration method is sensitive to the initialization values
which are not trivial to find for different smartphone
models. We need to assume that a short sequence with
detectable feature tracks for calibration before deblur-
ring exists. However, the calibration does not need to
be done every time but only when the camera settings
change. We expect that future camera and sensor APIs
like StreamInput3 will provide better synchronization
capabilities that allow precise calibration.

Our blur model can generate rotational motion blur ker-
nels at any point of the image, but the model is incor-
rect if the camera undergoes significant translation or
if objects are moving in the scene during the exposure
time. In multiframe deblurring, the image alignment
based on feature matching might fail if the initial de-
blurring results are wrong. As we also know the camera
motion between the frames, image alignment could be
done with the aid of sensor data instead of pure feature
matching but then the gyroscope bias needs to be com-
pensated. The restriction to planar scenes and rotational
motion overcomes the necessity of estimating the depth
of the scene at each pixel.

Our algorithm was formulated for grayscale images.
Extending it to color images would be possible by solv-

3 https://www.khronos.org/streaminput/

ing the grayscale problem for the RGB color chan-
nels separately, however, the color optimizations of the
smartphone driver may introduce different non-linear
CRFs for each channel, which needs to be handled care-
fully. The calibration of the per-channel CRFs using
standard methods will become possible with the up-
coming smartphone APIs that allow low-level exposure
control.

The runtime of the algorithm depends mainly on the
size of the input images. In fact, we perform R×C×M
non-blind deconvolutions on patches but as the patches
are overlapping, we process somewhat more pixels than
the image contains. Our tests were conducted off-
line on a PC but each component of our algorithm is
portable to a smartphone with little modifications.

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed a new algorithm for unmodified off-the-
shelf smartphones for the removal of handshake blur
from photographs of planar surfaces such as posters,
advertisements, or price tags. We re-formulated the fast
non-blind uniform blur removal algorithm of Krishnan
and Fergus [Kri09] to multiple input frames and to non-
uniform blur. We rendered piecewise uniform blur ker-
nels from the gyroscope measurements and we adap-
tively weighted the input patches in a multiframe de-
convolution framework based on their blurriness. The
distortion effects of the rolling shutter of the smart-
phone camera were compensated prior to deblurring.
We applied existing off-line and on-line methods for
gyroscope and camera calibration, however, a robust
on-line calibration method is still an open question. We
have shown the effectiveness of our method in qualita-
tive experiments on images degraded by synthetic and
real blur. Our future work will focus on fast blind de-
blurring that is initialized with our rendered motion blur
kernels so that less iterations are required in the tradi-
tional multiscale kernel estimation.
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